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Phrasal Verbs
Phrasal verbs are verbs that consist of two or
three words. The first word is a verb and it is
followed by an adverb or a preposition or
both.
These adverbs or prepositions are sometimes
called particles. In some cases it is easy to
guess the meaning of the phrasal verb.
e.g.
I cannot put up with his behaviour any more.
- tolerate
Nobody could quarrel with your conclusion.
- oppose
Do not hang around here. - move with no
aim
They left Iraq before the war broke out. started suddenly
Generally when the verbs are transitive (they
take an object) the phrasal verb is separable
and the object can be between the verb and
particle or after the particle.
e.g.
He tore up the letter.
He tore the letter up.
She had to push forward.
She had to push herself forward.
When the verbs are intransitive (they have
no object) the verb and particle cannot be
separated.
e.g.
I ran into my old friend today.
We shall eat out tonight.
I cannot cope with the new syllabus.
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Sometimes Phrasal verbs can be used with
Phrases and Clauses.
e.g.
I cannot figure out how to do this.
I am counting on you to help me.
Task: Here are a few phrasal verbs. Use
them in your own sentences.
1. argue into
2. bag off
3. cave in
4. engage in
5. hand down
6. hunt down
7. melt away
8. nose around
9. pile on
10. revert to

Idioms
English is rich in idioms. Idioms are an
integral part of the language. Idiom is
nothing but the special use of language.
Unless you are proficient in English, you
may not understand what an idiom means in
a given context. Idioms do not give the
literal meaning of the individual words used
in the idiom.
e.g: “a change of heart” would literally
mean a heart transplant. However,
idiomatically it would mean „a change in
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one‟s attitude or feelings‟ especially towards
“greater friendliness or cooperation”.
Here is another example: I am in two minds
about taking the job offered - I am doubtful.
Here are a few idioms taken from the
newspapers:
1. The union members accused the employer
of taking a hard line on their demand.
2. The Indian team stands a chance of
winning the Asian cup this year.
3. The treaty would go a long way in
improving the relationship between the two
countries.
Read the given sentences:
She told him flat that she had no intention of
lending him any money.
If the agreement still holds good we will go
ahead with the work.
Ravi did not do well in his business as he
did not know the tricks of the trade.
In the above underlined groups of words
the words taken together as a group mean
something more or different from the
individual meanings of each word.
told him flat - expressed opinion
directly
holds good - valid at the time of
discussion
tricks of the trade - the expertise of
doing business
These are called idioms. An idiom can be
defined as a group of words having a
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meaning different from the individual
meanings of each word in the group.
Idioms are nothing but the special use of
language in different situations and they
encompass the whole gamut of language use
with combinations of different parts of
speech.
Idioms are generally of three types.
1. From irregular structure; meaning clear
- give someone to understand (give
to understand - irregular structure)
- do someone proud (do proud irregular structure)
2. From regular structure; meaning clear
- cut no ice
- bring the house down
3. From irregular structure; meaning unclear
- be at large (at large - irregular
structure)
- play it by ear (by ear - irregular
structure)
Most of the idioms belong to the second
group.
Here are a few sentences to illustrate their
types:
Adjectives and adverbs
Business is going from bad to worse.
(deteriorate further)
They always do things in a big way. (on a
large scale)
The government has taken a very hard line
(not giving in) against illegal quarrying.
Orders for the new product are coming in
thick and fast. (in large numbers)
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Nouns
How can any one make ends meet (manage
with the money) with just Rs.2000/- a
month?
Your son‟s behaviour is a matter of concern.
(something to worry about)
The name sounds familiar but I can‟t call her
face to mind. (recall something from
memory; recognise)
Nouns and adjectives
My uncle loves to tell us how to play
cricket. He is an armchair expert.
(one who gives advice in an area in which
he was not actively involved)
Ravi is our sincere employee. He has had a
clean slate (a past record without discredit)
for over twenty years.

I can hear you over phone loud and clear.
(very clearly)
By and by (as time goes by) he will realise
that my going to Delhi was the right
decision.
Find the meanings of the following idioms
from the dictionary and use them in
sentences of your own.
1. in short supply 6. the burning question
2. one thing leads to another 7. the whys and
wherefores
3. once and for all 8. in deep waters
4. a drop in the ocean 9. draw a blank
5. a stone‟s throw 10. a wild goose chase

Idiomatic Pairs
Let us settle the bill for the damage fair and
square. (in a fair way)

Foreign words and phrases
English language has borrowed profusely
from other languages of the world, and
absorbed and assimilated them. Here are a
few such words:
1. Till the election of the speaker, the senior
member of the Parliament will hold the post
ad interim. (temporarily)
2. People always resist changes. They want
to maintain the status quo. (in the former
state)
3. On the eve of his friend‟s departure to the
States, Rangan bid him adieu! (Goodbye)
4. The most dreaded criminal Shankar, alias
(otherwise known as) Guru, was shot dead
in a police encounter.
5. According to Shakespeare, old age is a
period sans eyes, sans teeth ……..(without)
6. The candidates were asked to fill in a
proforma before the walk-in-interview. (for
the sake of form)
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The policeman went near the damaged car to
have a look at close quarters. (very near)
Dr. Jacob is at the helm (in charge) of affairs
in this hospital.
Verbal Idioms
No one can make a break even (make no
profit or loss) in the first year of business.
Because of the steep rice in prices, people
living on pension feel the pinch. (feeling
unpleasant change in one‟s standard of
living)
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7. Boswell who wrote the biography of Dr.
Johnson is Johnson‟s protégé. (dependant
who is helped and taught by an expert)
8. Kings of ancient India travelled in cognito
(in disguise) to get to know the problems of
their subjects.
9. The couple booked a table exclusively for
them, at The Regency, to have a téte-á-téte.
(an intimate private conversation between
two)
10. Though English is a foreign language, it
is our lingua franca. (a common language)
Back out —to withdraw from a promise,
contract: I felt grieved when he backed out
of his promise to help me.
Back up —to support; to sustain : He
backed up his report with relevant statistics.
Bear upon —to be relevant to : This
argument does not bear upon the subject
under discussion.
Blow up —to explode : The mine blew up
and all the labourers working inside were
killed.
—to reprimand or scold : If you continue to
be negligent, the teacher will blow you up.
Break down —of a car; a piece of
machinery; to go wrong so that it will not
function : The car broke down on our way to
Mumbai.
—to collapse; to succumb to uncontrollable
weeping : She broke down completely on
hearing the news of her husband‟s death.
—to succumb to a nervous collapse through
overwork or worry : He worked so hard that
his health broke down near the examination.
Break off —to end; to discontinue; to desist
: We had to break off our conversation when
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he arrived. She broke off in the middle of
the story. She did not like his nature and
broke off the engagement.
Break up —to disperse; to dissolve : The
college will break up for the Puja holidays
on 25th October. The meeting will break up
after the President has addressed the
audience.
Bring up —to rear : Those brought up in
adversity are able to cope with life better.
Call forth —to provoke : The minister‟s
views on the disinvestment policy of the
government called forth a good deal of bitter
criticism.
Call out —to shout : I called out to him but
he disappeared in the dark. —to announce
by calling or shouting : The Manager called
out to the peon that he was being
immediately fired.
Call upon —to order; to require : I was
unfortunately called upon to give evidence
against him.
Carry on —to continue : If you carry on
working hard, your business will soon
flourish.
—to manage : He carried on his business so
well that he soon amassed a huge fortune.
Cast away —to throw aside : You must cast
away all your apprehensions and accept the
offer.
Catch up with —to overtake; to draw level :
Last week I had to stay late at the office to
catch up with some pending files.
Come off —to take place : The prize
distribution came off on Tuesday last.
—to turn out successful : His speeches at the
conference always came off beautifully.
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Cry down —to deprecate; to make little of :
You must not unneccessarily cry down the
conduct of others.
Cry out against —to complain loudly
against : The opposition parties cried out
against the fast pace of the globalisation of
the Indian economy.
Cut out —designed for : Your were cut out
to be a lecturer in a college.
Drop in —to visit casually : On my way to
the college, I dropped in at Mira‟s place.
Drop out —As the race progressed, many
children dropped out.
Fall back —to recede; to retreat : On seeing
the armed guards, the civilians fell back.
Fall down —from a higher position to a
lower one : The branch gave way and he fell
down into the canal.
Fall off —to withdraw; to drop off : Some
of our subscribers have fallen off. Friends
fall off in adversity. Fall under —to come
under : This colony does not fall under my
jurisdiction.
Get along —to prosper; to progress; to
proceed : Well, doctor, how is your patient
getting along? It is simply impossible to get
along with him.
Get on with —to live pleasantly together; to
progress : How are you getting on with your
studies?
Get into —to be involved in : It is easy to
get into scandals but hard to come out
unscathed.
Give in —to surrender; to yield : I gave into
her repeated requests and accepted the offer.
Give over —not to do any longer : It is time
you gave over pretending that you have
access to the Prime Minister.

Go after —to follow; to pursue : The
policeman went after the thief but the latter
managed to escape in the dark of the night.
Go down —to be accepted : The terrorist
attack on WTC will go down in history as
one of the worst acts of terrorism.
Go without —to remain without : he is so
poor that sometimes he has to go without
food.
Go by —to follow : I am sorry to disappoint
you but we have to go by the rules. —to
elapse (used of time) : Months have gone by
but I have not called upon him.
Hang about —to loiter near a place : Last
evening I say your friend hanging about
your house.
Hang upon —to depend upon : The success
of any venture hangs upon the seriousness
with which it is undertaken.
Hold out —to endure; to refuse to yield :
How long can you hold out against
starvation?
—to continue : Sugar stocks are not likely to
hold out very long.
—to offer : She held out her hand to the
Prince.
Hold to —abide by : Whatever resistance
there might be, I will hold to my decision.
Keep off —to ward off : His stern looks
keep off the flatterers.
—to maintain : They have been trying to
keep up their standard of living though there
has been a considerable decline in their
income.
Keep up with —to keep pace with : You
read too fast; I cannot keep up with you.
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Knock out —to win by hitting the opponent
insensible in a boxing bout : The challenger
was knocked out in two minutes.
Lay By —to put away for future use : She
has laid by five thousand rupees to celebrate
her marriage anniversary.
Lay in —to store for future use :
Anticipating scarcity of foodgrains, they laid
in a good store of provisions.
Let down —to fail a friend : Won‟t I feel
grieved if my own friends let me down?
Let into —to suffer to enter; to admit :
Despite his pleadings, they did not let him
into the meeting. I shall let no one into my
secrets.
Let out —to lease on hire : In my
immediate neighbourhood, there is a decent
house
to
let
out.
—to loosen : Let us let out the dog for a
while.
Look about —to study one‟s surroundings :
The thief looked about himself before
entering the house.
Look for —to search for : The old woman
was looking for her spectacles.
Look up —to search for and find : Please
look up this word in the dictionary.
—to have an upward tendency (said of
prices): The price of sugar is looking up
these days.
Make off with —to run away with : The
servant made off with the master‟s watch.
Makeover —to transfer : He has made over
the building to his son.
Make up —to supply what is deficient :
You must work hard during the Dussehra
holidays and try to make up your deficiency
in English.

—to invent or fabricate : She made up a
story to get rid of the visitor.
—to reconcile : They have made up their
quarrel and are now getting on quite well.
Pass away —to die : His sister passed away
in the early hours of the morning.
Pass by —to disregard; to omit : He did not
invite me to his birthday. It appears that he
passed
me
by.
—to go alongside of : You passed by my
house the day before yesterday.
Pick out —to select or choose : The teacher
picked out the best student from the class.
Pick up —to recover or regain health after
an illness: He has become so weak that he
will take two months to pick up.
Play upon —(a musical instrument) : She
played upon the harmonium and sang a
melodious
song.
—to take advantage of : The blackmailer
played upon her love for her husband.
Pull down —to demolish; to destory : The
old house was pulled down to create space
for multi-storey flats.
Pull up —to take to task : The teacher was
always pulling him up for his bad
handwriting.
Put off —to postpone : We had to put off
the wedding till the war was over.
—to lay aside : He put off his shoes before
entering the temple.
—to turn one aside from a purpose or
demand: I approached him for some help but
he put me off with mere words.
Put into —to drag into : Don‟t put me into
the argument.
Put out —to extinguish : It is time to put out
the light and go to sleep.
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—to perturb, to annoy : I was put out on
hearing that I had incurred heavy losses in
the recent business transactions.
Run away —to flee : The little girl took a
necklace and ran away.
Run away with —to steal and depart with :
The cashier ran away with twenty thousand
rupees.
Run off —to break off from control : The
dog broke the chain and ran off.
Run over —to drive over : The car ran over
the pedestrian as he was crossing the road.
—to flow over : The tant is running over.
Run through —to squander or waste : It
took him only a few months to run through
all the money his father had left him.
—to read quickly : I will just run through
this lesson and tell you what it is all about.
—to pierce : The needle ran through her
finger when she was stitching her shirt.
See into —to attend to : You can set right
the situation if you see to it at an early date.
Set in —to begin : As soon as rains set in, it
beecomes pleasant.
Set up —to establish; to open a new
business : He is soon going to set up as a
financier.
Speak for —to recommend somebody or to
urge somebody‟s claims : If you speak for
me to the Manager, I am sure he will look at
my case favourably.
Speak on —to deliver a lecture on : This
evening I am going to speak on the changing
concepts of morality in various ages.

Stand off —to keep at a distance : Would
you please stand off? I brook no interference
in my way of work.
Strike for —to stop work for some reason :
The labourers have struck for higher wages.
Take after —to resemble : The younger
sister takes after the elder one.
Take for —to form an impression about
somebody‟s identity : I was taken for a
South Indian.
Take in —to deceive : She thinks her oily
tongue can take everybody in.
Take to —to become addicted to : He took
to gambling and drinking at a very early age.
—to form a liking for : Of late she has taken
to painting.
Tell against —to prove adverse to; to go
against : I am sure these facts are going to
tell against your case.
Throw about —to fling here and there : to
leave in disorder : The child threw his books
about and ran off to play.
Throw away —to lose through carelessness
: You have thrown away a golden
opportunity.
Turn against —to become hostile to : I
shall not give up my principles even if the
whole world turns against me.
Turn aside —to deviate; to digress : Never
turn aside from the path of virtue.
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